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order. Furthermore, the problem of formulating a truncated polynomial representation of the original
function is treated. Both the reduction of the number of dimensions and the reduction of the order of
interaction between parameters are considered. In both cases, the impact on the reduction is assessed
in terms of statistics, namely the probability density function. Feasibility of the proposed analysis in
a real-case is then demonstrated by presenting the sensitivity analysis of the performances of a turbine
cascade in an Organic Rankine Cycles (ORCs), in the presence of complex thermodynamic models and
multiple sources of uncertainty.
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Abstrat: ANOVA analysis is a very ommon numerial tehnique for omputing a hierarhy
of most important input parameters for a given output when variations are omputed in terms of
variane. This seond entral moment an not be retained as an universal riterion for ranking
some variables, sine a non-gaussian output ould require higher order (more than seond) statistis
for a omplete desription and analysis.
In this work, we illustrate how third and fourth-order statisti moments, i.e. skewness and kurtosis,
respetively, an be deomposed. It is shown that this deomposition is orrelated to a polyno-
mial haos expansion, permitting to easily ompute eah term. Then, new sensitivity indies are
proposed basing on the omputation of the kurtosis. An analytial example is provided with the
expliit omputation of the variane and the skewness. Some test-ases are introdued showing
the importane of ranking the kurtosis too.
Key-words: high-order statistis, skewness, kurtosis, Unertainty Quantiation.
Déomposition des statistiques d'ordre élevé
Résumé : L'analyse ANOVA est une tehnique numérique pour aluler
une hiérarhie des paramètres les plus importants pour une sortie spéique
quand les variations sont alulées en terme de variane. La variane ne peut
pas être onsidérée omme un ritère universel pour lassier les variables, vu
qu'une sortie non-gaussienne pourrait demander des statistiques d'ordre plus
élevé pour une desription et une analyse omplètes. Dans ette étude, nous
illustrons omment les moments statistiques d'ordre trois et quatre peuvent
être déomposés. De plus, on montre que ette déomposition est orrélée ave
le développement du Chaos Polynomial, e qui permet de aluler failement
haque terme. Ensuite, des indies de sensibilité nouveaux sont proposés qui se
basent sur le alul du kurtosis. Un exemple analytique est fourni ave le alul
expliite de la variane et de la skewness. D'autres as-tests sont introduits qui
permettent de montrer l'importane du kurtosis.
Mots-lés : statistiques d'ordre élevé, skewness, kurtosis, quantiation des
inertitudes
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1 Introdution
Optimization and design in the presene of unertain operating onditions, ma-
terial properties and manufaturing toleranes poses a tremendous hallenge to
the sienti omputing ommunity. In many industry-relevant situations the
performane metris depend in a omplex, non-linear fashion on those fators
and the onstrution of an aurate representation of this relationship is dif-
ult. Probabilisti unertainty quantiation (UQ) approahes represent the
inputs as random variables and seek to onstrut a statistial haraterization
of few quantities of interest. Several methodologies are proposed to takle this
issue, most of all foused on stohasti spetral methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, that an
provide onsiderable speed-up in omputational time when ompared to Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation. In realisti situations however, the presene of a large
number of unertain inputs leads to an exponential inrease of the ost thus
making these methodologies unfeasible [6℄. This situation beomes even more
hallenging when robust design optimization is takled [7, 8℄.
Several UQ methods have been developed with the objetive of reduing
the number of solution required to obtain a statistial haraterization of the
quantity of interest, suh as Sparse grid tehniques or adaptive mesh genera-
tion. These tehniques an lead to a dramatial redution of the quadrature
points for moderate dimensional problem, provided that the funtion has some
regularity. Classial sparse grids [9℄ are onstruted from tensor produts of
one-dimensional quadrature formulas. Some Galerkin-based methods deals with
multi-resolution wavelet expansions [10, 11℄, domain deomposition in the ran-
dom spae [12℄, adaptive h-renement [3℄ for dealing with arbitrary probability
distributions.
Among the olloation-based stohasti spetral methods, in [13℄ they pro-
posed the use of sparse grid quadrature for stohasti olloation. Older stud-
ies show the errors and eieny of sparse grid integration and interpolation
[14, 15℄, Smolyak onstrutions based on one-dimensional nested Clenshaw-
Curtis rules [14, 16℄ and the integration error of sparse grids based on one-
dimensional Kronrod-Patterson rules [17℄.
An alternative solution for reduing the ost of the UQ method is based on
approahes attempting to identify the relative importane of the input uner-
tainties on the output. If some dimensions ould be identied as negligible, they
ould be disarded in a redued stohasti problem. If the number of unertain-
ties ould be redued, a better statisti estimation ould be ahieved with a
lower omputational ost.
Conerning the omputation of the most inuent parameters, it is important
to determine the unertain inputs whih have the largest impat on the variabil-
ity of the model output. In literature, Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) aims
at quantifying how unertainties in the input parameters of a model ontribute
to the unertainties in its output (see for example [18℄), where global sensitiv-
ity analysis tehniques are applied to probabilisti safety assessment models).
Sometimes, GSA lassies the inputs aording to their importane on the out-
put variations and it gives a hierarhy of most important ones.
Traditionally, GSA is performed using methods based on the deomposition
of the output variane [19℄, i.e. ANOVA. The ANOVA approah involves split-
ting a multi-dimensional funtion into its ontributions from dierent groups
of subdimensions. In 2001, Sobol used this formulation to dene global sen-
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sitivity indies [19℄, displaying the relative variane ontributions of dierent
ANOVA terms. In [20℄, they introdued two High-Dimensional Model Redu-
tion (HDMR) tehniques to apture input-output relationships of physial sys-
tems with many input variables. These tehniques are based on ANOVA-type
deompositions.
Sine it requires a large number of funtion evaluations, several tehniques
have been developed to ompute the dierent so-alled sensitivity indies at low
ost [21℄. In [22, 23, 24℄, generalized Polynomial Chaos Expansions (gPC) are
used to build surrogate models for omputing the Sobol's indies analytially
as a post-proessing of the PC oeients. In [6℄, they ombine multi-element
polynomial haos with analysis of variane (ANOVA) funtional deomposition
to enhane the onvergene rate of polynomial haos in high dimensions and in
problems with low stohasti regularity. In [25℄, the use of adaptive ANOVA
deomposition is investigated as an eetive dimension-redution tehnique in
modeling inompressible and ompressible ows with high-dimension of random
spae. In Sudret [26℄, sparse Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansions are introdued
in order to ompute sensitivity indies. An adaptive algorithm allows to build
a PC-based metamodel that only ontains the signiant terms whereas the PC
oeients are omputed by least-square regression.
Other approahes are developed if the assumption of independene of the
input parameters is not valid. New indies have been proposed to address the
dependene [27, 28℄, but this attempts are limited to a linear orrelation. In [29℄,
they introdue a global sensitivity indiator whih looks at the inuene of input
unertainty on the entire output distribution without referene to a spei
moment of the output (moment independene) and whih an be dened also in
the presene of orrelations among the parameters. In [30℄, a gPC methodology
to address global sensitivity analysis for this kind of problems is introdued.
A moment-independent sensitivity index that suits problems with dependent
parameters is reviewed. Reently, in [31℄, a numerial proedure is set-up for
moment-independent sensitivity methods.
The ANOVA-based analysis reate a hierarhy of most important input pa-
rameters for a given output when variations are omputed in terms of variane.
A strong limitation of this approah is the fat that it is based on the variane
sine the seond entral moment an not be onsidered like a general indiator
for a omplete desription of output variations. For example, any Gaussian sig-
nal is ompletely haraterized by its mean and variane. Consequently the 3rd
order moment of a Gaussian signal is zero. Unfortunately, many signals enoun-
tered in pratie have non-zero high-order statistis, but seond-order statistis
ontain no phase information. As a onsequene of this, phase signals annot be
orretly identied by a 2nd-order tehnique. Remark also that many measure-
ment noises are Gaussian, and so in priniple the high-order statistis are less
aeted by Gaussian bakground noise than the 2nd order measures. For well
desribing the omplexity of engineering systems, omputation of Higher-Order
(HO) statistis are of primary importane, for example the third order, the
skewness (measure of the non-symmetry of the distribution, i.e. any symmetri
distribution will have a third entral moment of zero), and the fourth order,
the kurtosis (measure of whether the distribution is tall or short, ompared to
the normal distribution of the same variane). Now, let us imagine to ompute
the more inuential parameters for a given output. The hierarhy of important
parameters based on 2nd-order statistial moment (like in ANOVA analysis)
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is not the same if a dierent statisti order is onsidered. Depending on the
problem, a n-order deomposition ould be of interest. It seems of primary
importane to ollet the set of hierarhies obtained from n-order statistial
moment deomposition, for a orret ranking of all the unertainties.
For omputing HO statistis, the most diused methods are related to Monte
Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo approahes. Very few papers exist showing the
appliation of polynomial-haos tehniques to the omputation of HO statistis
[32, 33℄.
First objetive of this paper is to provide a general method in order to om-
pute the deomposition of high-order statistis, then to formulate an approah
similar to ANOVA but for skewness and kurtosis. The idea is to ompute the
most inuential parameters not only for the variane but also for higher orders
permitting to improve the sensitivity analysis. This is a fundamental step in or-
der to formulate also innovative optimization methods for obtaining very robust
designs by taking into aount a omplete desription of the output statistis.
Seond objetive is to illustrate the orrelation between the high-order funtional
deomposition and the PC-based tehniques, thus displaying how to ompute
eah term from a numerial point of view.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 illustrates some denitions
for high-order statistis. In setion 3, funtional deompositions for variane,
skewness and kurtosis are presented. In setion 4, the orrelation between
the funtional deomposition and a Polynomial Chaos framework is depited.
Setion 5 extend some sensitivity indies to high-order deomposition. Then,
Setion 6 presents several results showing the importane of onsidering skew-
ness in robust design problems and of omputing kurtosis sensitivity indies
when ranking a set of unertainties. In setion 7, onlusions and perspetives
are drawn.
2 High-order statistis denition
Let us onsider a real funtion f = f(ξ) with ξ a vetor of random inputs
ξ ∈ Ξd = Ξ1 × · · · × Ξn (Ξ ⊂ R
d
) and ξ ∈ Ξd 7−→ f(ξ) ∈ L2(Ξd, p(ξ)), where
p(ξ) =
∏d
i=1 p(ξi) is the probability density funtion of ξ.










In the following, we indiate with σ2, the variane (seond-order moment),
with s the skewness (third-order), and with k the kurtosis (fourth-order). We
reall here some onvenient formulas for skewness s and kurtosis k (see A for
more details). They an be omputed as follows
s = E(f3)− 3E(f2)E(f) + 2E(f)3
s = E(f3)− 3σ2E(f)− E(f)3,
(3)
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k = E(f4)− 4E(f3)E(f) + 6E(f2)E(f)2 − 3E(f)4
k = E(f4)− 4sE(f)− 6σ2E(f)2 − E(f)4.
(4)
These expressions are used for the funtional deomposition shown in the
following setions.
3 Funtional deomposition
Let us apply the denition of the Sobol funtional deomposition [19℄ to the





where the multi-indexm, of ardinality card(m) = d, an ontain only elements
equal to 0 or 1. Clearly, the total number of admissible multi-indies mi is
N+1 = 2d; this number represent the total number of ontributes up to the dth-
order of the stohasti variables ξ. The salar produt between the stohasti
vetor ξ and mi is employed to identify the funtional dependenes of fmi . In
this framework, the multi-indexm0 = (0, . . . , 0), is assoiated to the mean term
fm0 =
∫
Ξd f(ξ)p(ξ)dξ. As a onsequene, fm0 is equal to the expetany of f ,
i.e. E(f). Let us assume, in the following, to order the N multi-indies mi in
the following way:
m1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)




md = (0, . . . , 1)
md+1 = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)




mN = (1, . . . , 1).
(6)
Exept the term m0, that should be the rst in the series, the remaining N
multi-indies mi should be lassied with respet to a presribed riterion.
However, this riterion does not aet in any way the suessive ANOVA fun-
tional deomposition.
The deomposition (5) is of ANOVA-type in the sense of Sobol [19℄ if all the
members in Eq. (5) are orthogonal, i.e. as follows∫
Ξd
fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)p(ξ)dξ = 0 with mi 6=mj , (7)
and for all the terms fmi , exept f0, holds∫
Ξd
fmi(ξ ·mi)p(ξj)dξj = 0 with ξj ∈ (ξ ·mi) . (8)
RR n° 8193
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where the multi-indexes, mˆi, have ardinality equal to the number of non-null
elements in mi and ξ¯i ontains all the variables not ontained in (ξ ·mi), i.e.
(ξ ·mi) ∪ ξ¯i = ξ.
The funtional deomposition (5) is usually employed [19℄ to ompute the
ontribution of eah term to the overall variane, as shown in the next setion.
3.1 Variane deomposition
ANOVA analysis is based on the variane deomposition in its onditional on-
tributions. Variane an be written in terms of onditional expetany of f and
f2 as (see A for more details):
σ2 = E(f2)− E(f)2. (10)
As a onsequene, the problem is to ompute E(f2), seeing that E(f) is known









fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj). (11)
If the equation (11) is integrated in the stohasti spae and the orthogonality











f2mi(ξ ·mi)p(ξ ·mi)d(ξ ·mi),
(12)
where the symbol Ξˆi is employed to indiate Ξ
card(mˆi)
for brevity.










f2mi(ξ ·mi)p(ξ ·mi)d(ξ ·mi). (14)
Then, the same type of analysis is applied to skewness and kurtosis.
3.2 Skewness deomposition in onditional terms
Let us extend the same proedure already presented in the previous setion
to the omputation of the skewness. As shown in 2 (see A for more details),
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skewness depends on E(f), E(f2) and E(f3) (85). The skewness an be written

























fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk)p(ξ ·mijk)d(ξ ·mijk),
(15)
where Ξˆij = Ξ
card(mˆij)
and Ξˆijk = Ξ
card( ˆmijk)
.
Here, a speial notation is introdued to ompute multi-indexes as mab···z ,
mab···z =ma⊞mb⊞· · ·⊞mz =

 ma1 +mb1 + · · ·mz1∣∣∣∣∣∣ma1 +mb1 + · · ·+mz1∣∣∣∣∣∣
6=0
, . . . ,













|α| if α 6= 0
1 if α = 0.
(17)
Proof. Let us fous on the omputation of f3(ξ). Starting from (5), f3(ξ) an



















fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk).
(18)
The rst term is split in
N∑
i=0
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fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk).
(21)
Moving some terms to the left side and integrating on the whole stohasti
spae Ξ, we obtain
∫
Ξ





























fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk)p(ξ ·mijk)d(ξ ·mijk),
(22)
where the underlined terms of the equations (20) and (21) are equal to zero,
beause of the orthogonality, and beause fm0 does not depend on ξ.











3(ξ)p(ξ)dξ = E(f3(ξ)), and that f3m0 = E(f)
3
, the left side of Eq.
(22) is exatly equal to the skewness, s, as desribed in Equation (15).
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If we onsider that N +1 = 2d, we an ompute the number of terms as a fun-
tion of the stohasti dimension d
Ts = 2





, with d ≥ 2. (24)
In Table 1, the numbers of terms for an inreasing dimension up to ve are







Table 1: Number of terms in the funtional deomposition for the skewness
Conerning the skewness, identifying eah onditional term beomes more
diult, with respet to the lassial deomposition of variane, beause of some
terms depending from dierent multi-indexes. However, it is possible to use an






























fmp(ξ ·mp)fmq (ξ ·mq)fmr (ξ ·mr)p(ξ ·mi)d(ξ ·mi),
(26)
with mpqr =mp ⊞mq ⊞mr.
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3.2.1 Kurtosis deomposition in onditional term
In this setion, we illustrate the deomposition of the kurtosis. The funtional

















































fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk)fmh(ξ ·mh)p(ξ ·mijkh)d(ξ ·mijkh)
(27)
Proof. The expetany of f4 (see 2) is needed. The term f4(ξ), based on the














































In the following, eah of the above terms is manipulated to isolate the kur-
tosis expression (see (88)).
The rst term of Eq. (28) an be written as
N∑
i=0





















f4mi(ξ ·mi)p(ξ ·mi)d(ξ ·mi).
(30)
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f3mi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)p(ξ ·mij)d(ξ ·mij),
(32)
where the barred term is equal to zero.

















































(ξ ·mj)p(ξ ·mij)d(ξ ·mij).
(34)
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f2mj (ξ ·mj)p(ξ ·mj)d(ξ ·mj) = 6E(f)
2σ2. (35)




































































































f2mi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk)p(ξ ·mijk)d(ξ ·mijk),
(37)
where the rst term is zero due to the orthogonality.
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fmi(ξ ·mi)fmj (ξ ·mj)fmk(ξ ·mk)fmh(ξ ·mh)p(ξ ·mijkh)d(ξ ·mijkh).
(39)
The underlined term of the previous equations, (32), (37) and (39), an be




























where fm0 = E(f) and the equation (95) is employed.
Now, if Eq. (28) is integrated on the stohasti domain Ξ, if some terms
are moved to the left side and Eqs. (30), (32), (34), (37) and (39) are used, the
nal form of the kurtosis expressed in term of its funtional deomposition (27)
is obtained.
The number of terms in the ase of the kurtosis deomposition in its ondi-
tional terms is equal to
















The number of terms an be expressed as a funtion of the stohasti dimension
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1 + (2d − 2)
(






(2d − 1)(2d − 3)
)
, with d = 2
1 + (2d − 2)
(













, with d ≥ 3.
(42)
Table 2 is obtained from Table 1 by adding the values for the kurtosis.
Dimension Variane Skewness Kurtosis
2 3 10 15
3 7 84 210
4 15 680 3060
5 31 5456 46376
Table 2: Number of terms in the funtional deomposition for variane, skewness
and kurtosis
























































fmp(ξ ·mp)fmq (ξ ·mq)fmr(ξ ·mr)fmt(ξ ·mt)p(ξ ·mi)d(ξ ·mi),
(44)
where obviouslympqr =mp ⊞mq ⊞mr and mpqrt =mp ⊞mq ⊞mr ⊞mt.
4 Correlation with Polynomial Chaos Framework
This setion is devoted to show how formulas of variane, skewness and kurtosis
from the funtional deomposition are orrelated with the polynomial haos
framework. If a polynomial haos formulation is used, an approximation f˜ of
the funtion f is provided
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where P is omputed aording to the order of the polynomial expansion n0 and
the stohasti dimension of the problem d




Eah polynomial Ψk(ξ) of total degree no is a multivariate polynomial form



















where the multi index m⋆,k = m⋆,k(αk) ∈ Rd is a funtion of αk: m⋆,k =
(m⋆,k1 , . . . ,m
⋆,k








Remark that, for eah polynomial basis, ψ0(ξi) = 1 and then Ψ0(ξ) = 1.
Then, the rst oeient β0 is equal to the expeted value of the funtion, i.e.
E(f). The polynomial basis is hosen aordingly to the Wiener-Askey sheme
in order to selet orthogonal polynomials with respet to the probability density
funtion p(ξ) of the input. Thanks to the orthogonality, the following relation
holds ∫
Ξ
Ψi(ξ)Ψk(ξ)p(ξ)dξ = δij〈Ψi(ξ),Ψi(ξ)〉 (48)
where 〈·, ·〉 indiates the inner produt and δij is the Kroneker delta funtion.
The orthogonality an be advantageously used to ompute the oeients
































As a onsequene, variane an be easily omputed as






Finally, an expliit orrelation between the last expression and the Eq. (12)
is found. As done for the the funtional deomposition of the variane (see
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3.1), let us ompute eah onditional term of the variane. Remembering the







where Kmi represent the set of indexes in assoiated to the variable ontained
in the vetor (ξ ·mi):
Kmi =
{




In this setion, the onditional terms assoiated to the skewness are omputed
starting from the polynomial haos formulation. This proedure is the same
usually followed for the variane.
After many manipulations (reported in B.1), the nal expression for the


























that is onstituted by the summation ofmonadi, dyadi and triadi interations
between the terms of the polynomial haos approximation. Remark that this
expression has the same struture than that one obtained by means of the
funtional deomposition (see Eq. (15)).
The number of terms omposing the skewness an be estimated by using





. Then, onsidering that P + 1 = (n0+d)!
n0!d!
, the total
number of terms depends on both the total degree of the polynomial expansion
n0 and the stohasti dimension d. In Table 3, the numbers of terms for an
inreasing dimension up to ve and an inreasing polynomial order n0 up to ve,
are reported ompared to the number of terms (P ) allowing the omputation of
the variane.
d \ n0 2 3 4 5
2 (5;35) (9;165) (14;560) (20;1540)
3 (9;165) (19;1330) (34;7140) (55;29260)
4 (14;560) (34;7140) (69;57155) (125;333375)
5 (20;1540) (55;29260) (125;333375) (251;2667126)
Table 3: Couple of terms (σ2; s) for several ombinations of stohasti dimension
d and total degree of approximation n0.
In this ase, the identiation of eah onditional term beomes more di-
ult due to high-order interations between the polynomial terms of the basis.
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where, as usual, mpqr =mp ⊞mq ⊞mr.
4.3 Kurtosis deomposition
The onditional terms for the kurtosis are presented in this setion.
Employing several manipulations (detailed in B.2), the equation (98) an be
reast to reover the kurtosis, as it is written in Eq. (87)
k =
∫


















































The total number of terms to ompute is equal to
















where the number of terms P depends from both the total degree of the ap-






























































In the next setion the sensitivity indexes are dened extending the lassial
framework [19℄ based on the variane.
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4.4 Numerial example on a toy-funtion: omputation
and deomposition of high-order statistis
In this setion, an analytial example is provided with the exat omputation
of the variane, skewness and kurtosis, showing the orrelation between the PC
framework and the funtional deomposition.
Let us onsider a funtion of total degree equal to two
f(ξ) = ξ21 + ξ1ξ2 + ξ
2
2 , (60)
with ξi ∼ U(0, 1). The exat solution for the expeted value E(f), the variane














Moreover, the ANOVA funtional expansion is omputed as follows









































The overall variane σ2 an be omputed by means of the ANOVA expansion
as
σ2 = σ2ξ1 + σ
2
ξ2





















In this ase (d = 2), the number of terms to ompute for the skewness is 10.
Considering the following nomenlature
fξ1 = fm1
fξ2 = fm2
fξ1ξ2 = fm3 ,
(65)
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Looking for an additive form for the skewness, i.e.
s = sξ1 + sξ2 + sξ1ξ2 ,
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The use of the polynomial haos expansion permits to obtain the same re-
sults. In this ase, we need to ompute all the oeients appearing in the
Legendre polynomial basis. The number of terms of the polynomial haos ex-
pansion is equal to P + 1 = 6 for a total order of 2 and for two dimensions
in the stohasti spae. Then, in this ase, a tensorization of the rst three
monodimensional Legendre basis is demanded, i.e.
P0(ξ) = 1
P1(ξ) = 2ξ − 1
P2(ξ) = 6ξ
2 − 6ξ + 1.
The six terms of the PC basis are
α0 = (0, 0), m⋆,0 = (0, 0) → Ψ0(ξ ·m
⋆,0) = 1
α1 = (1, 0), m⋆,1 = (1, 0) → Ψ1(ξ ·m
⋆,1) = 2ξ1 − 1
α2 = (0, 1), m⋆,2 = (0, 1) → Ψ2(ξ ·m
⋆,2) = 2ξ2 − 1
α3 = (1, 1), m⋆,3 = (1, 1) → Ψ3(ξ ·m
⋆,3) = (2ξ1 − 1)(2ξ1 − 1)
α4 = (2, 0), m⋆,4 = (1, 0) → Ψ4(ξ ·m
⋆,4) = 6ξ21 − 6ξ + 1
α5 = (0, 2), m⋆,5 = (0, 1) → Ψ5(ξ ·m
⋆,5) = 6ξ22 − 6ξ + 1.
(70)
Eah oeient of the series an be omputed using the orthogonality property
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Remark that the oeient β0 is the mean and the variane an be omputed










In order to ompute the skewness, 35 terms should be omputed for d = 2





















































































































For the kurtosis, employing the relation (59), the onditional terms an be
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+ 24β1β2β3β4〈Ψ1Ψ2,Ψ3Ψ4〉+ 24β1β2β3β5〈Ψ1Ψ2,Ψ3Ψ5〉+ 24β1β2β4β5〈Ψ1Ψ2,Ψ4Ψ5〉
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Remark that PC and ANOVA are analytially equivalent, but the PC pro-
vides more exibility from a numerial point of view with respet to Monte
Carlo methods, as it is shown in the setion 6.
5 Introduing more sensitivity indies
As introdued by Sobol [19℄, sensitivity indexes for variane an be omputed





Here, we introdue new sensitivity indexes, basing on the deomposition of





If a total sensitivity index is needed, i.e. it is neessary to ompute the overall
inuene of a variable, it an be omputed summing up all the ontributions in










Remark that some indexes ould be introdued also for the skewness, but in
this ase the positivity of eah term is not guaranteed.
6 Some numerial results
6.1 Importane of Skewness in deomposition
This paragraph is devoted to show how important is to ontrol the skewness dur-
ing an optimization proess. Let us onsider the following polynomial funtion
:




+ (cba) y2 (75)
where x, y and z vary between 0 and 1 with an uniform pdf. Parameters a, b
and c are design parameters that vary between −5 and 5. For this funtion, it is
possible to ompute analytially high-order statistis, as funtions of the design
parameters. Basing on Eqs. (2), (84) and (86), formulas for mean, variane and














































































































































In order to show the importane to take into aount also the high-order
statistis in the robust optimization, dierent types of optimization are per-
formed using several objetive funtions.
First, a lassial bi-objetive optimization is performed, where the mean of
the funtion (Eq. (76)) is maximized and its variane (Eq. (77)) minimized.
The Pareto front is reported in Figure 1. No measures of skewness have been
used during the optimization proess, then the Pareto front is onstituted by
various designs displaying a very large variation of skewness.
Now, let us onsider a three-objetives optimization, i.e. onsisting in the
maximization of the mean (Eq. (76)), the minimization of the variane (Eq.
(77)) and the minimization of the absolute value of the onditional skewness
sxy (Eq. (79)). In this ase, the Pareto front is no more onstituted by a urve,
but by a surfae in a 3D plan. The Pareto front is represented by means of 2D
representation in the Figures 1 and 2 with projetions on the plans µ-σ2, µ-sxy
and σ2-sxy, respetively. As shown in Figure 2, designs belonging to the Pareto
front display a large variation of the onditional skewness.
Now, let us ompare the results obtained with both optimizations. In Figure
1, we show Pareto fronts in the plan µ − σ2. Designs obtained with the three-
objetives optimization are dominated (with respet to only µ and σ2) by the
designs oming from the bi-objetives optimization. This is reasonable seeing
that designs from bi-objetive optimization are not inuened by the skewness
sxy during the optimization.
In Figure 3, urves assoiated to the three-objetives optimization are ob-
tained by the 3D Pareto front regarding only the designs having a skewness lower
than 0.0001. Remark that individuals of this Pareto front take values of µ lower
than 3.2 and values of σ2 lower than 4.4. Moreover, they ould be dominated
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Figure 2: Pareto front in the plan µ − sxy (on the left) and σ
2 − sxy (on the
right) for the three-objetives optimization.
in terms of µ and σ2 by some individuals of the Pareto front obtained from
the bi-objetives optimization. Here, the interest is to get a Pareto front that
is not sensitive to large variation in the skewness, sine designs obtained from
bi-objetive optimization ould present large skewness values. This displays the
great interest to estimate high-order statistis during optimization.
6.2 Ranking unertainties with respet to high-order sta-
tistial moments
Ranking unertainties play a prominent role for managing large set of uner-
tainties problem. Here, we present a very simple test-ase, for showing how
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Figure 3: Pareto front in the plan µ− σ2 for the three-objetives optimization
(extrated by the omplete one onsidering only skewness inferior to 0.0001)
and the bi-objetive optimization.
variane-based deomposition (suh as Anova) ould lead to wrong analysis and
deisions. As a onsequene, high-order deompositions are needed for an a-
urate and omplete ranking analysis. Let us onsider the following polynomial
funtion:
f = acx2 + bxy + cby2 + ay, (80)
where x and y are two random variables with an uniform distribution between
0 and 1 and a, b and c are real design parameters.







































































































Considering dierent sets for (a, b, ), appreiable variations of σ2,SImi and
kSImi an be observed. In C, formulas for these indies are reported. In Figure
4, eah ontribution σ2,SImi and k
SI
mi
are reported for a = −42.204, b = −66.655,
c = 2.9687. The rst-order eets on x and y explain more than 99.0% of the
variane. The funtion stohasti model is of additive form with negligible inter-
ation eets onerning the variane. Conerning the kurtosis deomposition,
the interation term is more predominant than the rst-order terms. Remark
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also that the variane sensitivity index for the variable x, i.e. σ2,SIx , is nearly







xy, then the ranking based on sensitivity indexes
hanges if variane or kurtosis are onsidered.
Let us reall the total sensitivity indexes, dened in (74). For the funtion






















Referring to Figure 4, TSIj and TSI
k
j are obviously dierent for eah j, but





In Figure 5, a dierent set of oeients is onsidered (a = 15.611, b =
92.919, c = 5.4995). As seen earlier, rst-order eets are predominant for the
variane also in this ase(explaining more than 99.5%). On the ontrary, total
sensitivity index for the variane hanges onsistently for x with respet to the
kurtosis one (3 times more), i.e. TSIkx ≈ 3TSIx. This means that the variable x
ould be onsidered potentially negligible for the variane, but this hypothesis
ould be false when looking at the kurtosis.
This shows how muh it an be dangerous to rank the variables with respet












Figure 4: Sensitivity indies for variane (Si) and kurtosis (Ski) obtained with
a = −42.204, b = −66.655, c = 2.9687.
7 Conlusions
This paper deals with the deomposition of high-order statistis, i.e. suh as
skewness and kurtosis. The main ontributions are the following:
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Figure 5: Sensitivity indies for variane (Si) and kurtosis (Ski) obtained with
a = 15.611, b = 92.919, c = 5.4995.
 A orrelation was found between the funtional deomposition, as depited
by Sobol, and the polynomial haos development. This permitted to iden-
tify learly eah term of the deomposition, drawing also a pratial way
to ompute all these terms.
 Computing skewness was shown to be of great importane for an exhaus-
tive and omplete stohasti analysis.
 Sensitivity indies bases on kurtosis deomposition were introdued. The
importane of ranking the predominant unertainties in terms not only of
the variane but also of higher order moments (then extending the ANOVA
analysis also to higher order statisti moments), was demonstrated with
an algebrai funtion, where all the deomposition terms an be alulated
analytially.
Future works will be oriented towards adaptive strategies for the redution of
the global omputational ost.
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A Denition of High-order statistis
Here, let us demonstrate that the statistis (of order n) of f an be omputed
from the onditional expetany of n-powers of f . First, let us onsider the





As a onsequene, it an be easily omputed as
σ2 = E(f2)− E(f)2. (84)










f3(ξ)− 3f2(ξ)E(f) + 3f(ξ)E(f)2 − E(f)3
)
p(ξ)dξ
= E(f3)− 3E(f2)E(f) + 3E(f)E(f)2 − E(f)3
= E(f3)− 3E(f2)E(f) + 2E(f)3.
(85)
Then, skewness, as dened in Eq. 85, depend only from the expeted values of
the funtion f , f2 and f3. Using the formula for E(f2) obtained from Eq. 84,
equation 85 beomes
s = E(f3)− 3E(f2)E(f) + 2E(f)3
= E(f3)− 3σ2E(f)− 3E(f)3 + 2E(f)3
= E(f3)− 3σ2E(f)− E(f)3.
(86)









f4(ξ)− 4f3(ξ)E(f) + 6f(ξ)2E(f)2 − 4E(f)3f(ξ) + E(f)4
)
p(ξ)dξ
= E(f4)− 4E(f3)E(f) + 6E(f2)E(f)2 − 4E(f)4 + E(f)4
= E(f4)− 4E(f3)E(f) + 6E(f2)E(f)2 − 3E(f)4.
(87)
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Using the value of E(f)3 from Eq. 86 and the value of E(f2) from Eq. 84
the formula of the kurtosis beomes
k = E(f4)− 4E(f)s− 6σ2E(f)2 − E(f)4. (88)
B Computation of skewness and kurtosis deom-
position in a PC framework
B.1 Skewness























































































Remark that the rst term on the right side of the equation 92 is equal to zero
beause of the orthogonality, i.e. 〈Ψ20,Ψj〉 = 〈Ψ0,Ψj〉 = 0.
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where the rst term on the right side is equal to zero beause of the orthogonality
property of the polynomial basis.
The last step in order to obtain the nal form of the skewness is to move
some terms to the left of the equation 89
∫
Ξd



































i (ξ)〉 = σ
2
(96)
is the variane of f omputed by the PC expansion.
The left hand side of the equation 95 an be re-written as
∫
Ξd





i (ξ)〉 = E(f
3)− E(f)3 − 3E(f)σ2 (97)
that is exatly the skewness as dened in the equation 86.
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The rst term at the right hand side is zero due to the orthogonality while the
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The rst term at the right side is zero due to the orthogonality and then the




































































The boxed term in the equation (99) is equal to E(f)4, while the underlined
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Moreover in the double underlined term of the equation (102) the expression








Replaing every term in Eq. (98), Eq. (57) is obtained.
C Computation of sensitivity indies
Here, we provide the variane and kurtosis sensitivity indies for the funtion
desribed in Eq. (80). Basing on formulas (12), (15) and (27), sensitivity indexes
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